Vietnam Wall Purchase
Outdoor Replica Size Available
•80% Replica 8’ x 360’ $300,000

LAND/SITE
Physical Considerations for Site
- Want to have an area of flat level ground with proper drainage dependent upon
annual rainfall and snow/melt, can the ground support the foot traffic or will you
require concrete sidewalks etc..
Adequate Space for the Traveling Vietnam Wall Replica
- An 80% scale wall is 360ft long and with AVTT bracing 12ft wide at the widest
point, when set up in a straight line. With the 125 degree angle as in D.C. total impact
is roughly 300ft by 75ft. This can vary dependent upon the apex angle and whether
you choose AVTT Bracing.
Means to Host Events
- To properly host events, the availability of power is essential for pa systems for
speeches and music, proper parking, ADA accessibility, shade, sitting/reflecting area
lighting for evening viewing availability of expansion all need to be considered in
choosing a proper site.
Parking
ADA Accessible
Area of Exclusivity for Outdoor Replicas
 AVTT agrees that it will not sell or transfer permanently another replica Wall
to any organization or entity within 100 miles (within the state) and within no
more than 50 miles across state lines of Purchasers permanent location. (Exact
location will apply.)
 We want to ensure that you are able to bring in folks from surrounding
communities (if not further!) to view the memorial and have it be a unique and
important draw to your community.

Asset Sale for Outdoor & Indoor Permanent Replica WALL includes channels,
bracing and all hardware to assemble the replica WALL.
AVTT will provide Purchaser a proprietary computer program for locating names on
the WALL and printing out information about each casualty. Said program is
copyright by AVTT and is not to be duplicated or disseminated without AVTT written
permission.
Securing a Permanent Replica WALL
 To secure a permanent replica WALL, a signed contract and deposit will be
required.
 Deposit shall be applied toward the purchase price.
 A second payment will be due 90 days after the deposit is received.
 The remainder is due and payable upon delivery of the replica WALL. The
remainder payment will be in the form of cash/cashier’s check.
 Sample Contracts of all sizes are available to review upon request!
Veterans Tribute Group, Inc.
P.O. Box 2573
Elizabethtown, Ky. 42702
veteranstributehc@gmail.com
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